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UMeWorld Provides Corporate Update
HONG KONG, CHINA / ACCESSWIRE / April 25, 2016 / The management team of
UMeWorld Limited (OTCQB: UMEWF) is pleased to provide this shareholder and investor
update:

UMeWorld has recently launched UMFun on China Mobile's K-12 educational platform in
the Ningxia province. As a result, UMFun is now available on China Mobile's subscription
based "AND! Education" platform in five Chinese Provinces - Shanxi, Ningxia, Guangxi,
Guizhou and Guangdong provinces - which collectively service over 16,600,000 paid
subscribers.

UMeWorld is very pleased to announce a collaboration with the School of Professional
Development and Research on Secondary and Primary Education at South China Normal
University. As part of this effort, Mr. Lawrence Leung, VP of Operations for UMeWorld,
recently provided a half day training seminar on online education using UMFun as a
teaching model, to eighty highly qualified and strategic teachers and educators. These
outstanding individuals were selected and funded by the China Ministry of Education
under the National Teachers Training Program (established in 2010) to attend this
seminar, as part of an ongoing effort to maintain and improve overall teaching standards
mandated by the Ministry. In turn, these key educators will provide this important training
to their peer groups, using UmFun as a key component of that training.

UMeWorld has launched our new corporate website. The site has been rebuilt from the
ground up, with a more up-to-date look and feel, in addition to completely new content that
accurately delineates UMeWorld's business model.

The Company has retained an investor relations firm to design and implement programs to
broaden the awareness and visibility of UMeWorld within the investment community and
the business and financial media.

About China Mobile

China Mobile's educational platform is available to students from Kindergarten through
Grade Twelve and is the largest subscription-based educational platform in the world,
used mainly by teachers, parents and schools through many provinces in China.

The kindergarten-to-grade-12 (K-12) educational system in China is the largest in the
world, comprising approximately 200 million students. UMeWorld is on track to becoming
a leading educational service provider in China.

About UMeWorld



UMeWorld is an internet technology company with a focus on the K-12 education market
in China. UMFun, the Company's K-12 flagship product, is a cloud-based, patent-pending,
adaptive learning and assessment platform that can intelligently analyze and adapt to a
student's performance and personalizes the delivery of proprietary educational items in
accordance with the student's learning needs. UMFun's off-school version is made
available to Chinese K-12 students through China Mobile, the world's largest mobile
service provider by network scale and subscriber base, serving over 823,000,000
customers.

For more information, please contact:

Ruby Hui, Executive Vice President
UMeWorld Limited
E-mail: info@umeworld.com
Website: www.umeworld.com
Telephone: (86) 020-89237947
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